
CHINAS BUDGET

China recorded a Government Budget deficit equal to percent of the country's Gross Domestic Product in Government
Budget in China averaged.

However, the US government maintains a high level of budgetary transparency, which enables analysts to
readily account for discrepancies. Even when accounting for reporting discrepancies, China would have to
raise its spending considerably to match the US defense budget. The US spent 3. While the national defense
spending in a number of major developed countries accounts for more than 2 percent of their GDP, the ratio
was only about 1. After a marked increase from to , US spending has likewise decreased and returned to
pre-September 11 levels 9 percent in and 9 percent in  Calculated based on an average exchange rate of 6.
Share Military Spending by Region When considering military spending as a percent of total government
expenditure, Chinese military spending has dropped noticeably â€” from  China's budgeted defense spending
growth rate stood at 8. India is also not forthcoming about space and nuclear weapons expenditures. The rate
marks the fourth straight year for the budgeted growth rate remaining single digit, following five consecutive
years of double-digit increases. White papers published between and included an even-numbered year in their
title. The defense budget will be 1. The expenditure has been mainly used for advancing defense and military
reforms, supporting military training and diverse tasks, modernizing weapons and equipment, and improving
welfare of service personnel, according to He, who is also a deputy to the NPC. Describing China's defense
budget increase as reasonable and appropriate, Zhang Yesui, spokesperson for the legislative session, said the
rise aimed to "meet the country's demand in safeguarding national security and military reform with Chinese
characteristics. Source: Ministry of Finance and Ministry of Defense. China's defense budget takes up a fairly
small share of its GDP and national fiscal expenditure compared with other major countries, said He, noting
that its military spending per capita and per soldier was also very low. In , China constituted  In nominal US
dollars, the growth rate was 6. He Lei highlighted China's role in providing public security goods for the
international community, saying the Chinese military had actively participated in UN peacekeeping missions,
maintained security of marine passages, and engaged in international rescue and security cooperation. The
inconsistencies in estimates are further complicated by a lack of pricing information. However, it is worth
noting that the United States maintains a global military presence while China remains primarily focused on
security issues within the Indo-Pacific. China Focus: China to lower defense budget growth to 7. The United
States has increased its national defense expenditure for the fiscal year to billion dollars, about four times the
budget of China, the world's second largest economy. China's military spending per capita is only about
one-nineteenth of that of the United States. Learn more. Disaster relief is likewise funded through the defense
budget and is to be reimbursed by nondefense agencies, but the mechanism and effectiveness of this
reimbursement remains unclear. Calculated based on an average exchange rate for of 6. Independent
organizations, such as IISS, caveat their PPP estimates, noting that no specific PPP rate applies to the Chinese
military sector and that there is no definitive means through which elements of military spending can be
calculated using PPP rates. These shifts have facilitated China playing a larger role in regional and
international security. As of , this number stands at  The United States funds its nuclear weapons through the
Department of Energy and does not include these details in its defense budget. Historically, expenses incurred
by military infrastructure construction were assumed to be included in the official figures, although many of
these projects are designed to be dual use and use funding from local and national nondefense budgets. Much
of this growth in expenditure has been driven by China. In terms of the broader regional context, the Chinese
military budget constitutes 


